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I. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The fermion mass hierarchy ptoblem is very complex. It can be subdivided 

into the following three questions: (i) the origin of the hierarchy between fermionic 
families « , ( i , r . . . , i.e., the interfamily hierarchy m, > m M > m,; (ii) the origin 
of the hierarchy ttnfftin each family, I.e., the intrafamily hierarchy m*- > tit,, 
trie » m„ m, 7t> mi, and (iii) origin of the Cabibbo mixing angles between 
fermionic families. Within realistic models of gauge theories serious attempts'" 
have been made i» order to get at least a partial answer to this problem. These 
attempts usually suffer from one or a few of the following deficiencies: enlarged 
gauge symmetry structure, the unusual and often proliferated representations 
of the Higgs Gelds, exotic ferraiona ' and extra parameters which are put 
in the theory by hand. The origins of fermion mass hierarchy as It may arise 
from the superatring theories is under investigation. However, the low energy 
phenomenology based on superstring theories still suffers from the problems of 
too fast proton decay, inadequate neutrino masses, etc.. 

At present, gauge theories alone do not seem to provide an ultimate answer to 
this problem. It was argued a long time ago that the fermions and possibly other 
particles of the gauge theories are composites of the mote fundamental entities, 
preons. Gauge theories are, then, only effective interactions of the underlying 
preonic dynamics. It is believed that the composite structure of fermions within 
effective gauge theories, together with the effects of the underlying prconic dy
namics, possibly arising from superstring theories should offer an explanation 
for the origin of the fermion masses. 

Therefore, in order to understand the flavor problem, it is very important 
to study the origin of chiral and Savor symmetry breaking within theories based 
on different kinds of dynamics, like gauge theoiies and/or suptraymmctric gauge 
theories. 

In vector-like theories strong statements ' have been made about the dy
namical breakdown of the flavor symmetry. Vector-like theories s/e CP con
serving gauge theories with no interaction between Bcalars and fermions. First 
Coleman and Wjtten showed that in A?c —' °o ehtoraodysiamtcs the chtaal 
symmetry of Nj flavors U(N[)t x U(Nf)ft must be broken down to the diagonal 
f(JV/)i + K, i.e., if chiral symmetry is broken it is broken in such a way i» to 
preserve the Havoc symmetry. This claim has been generalized to onv vector-like 
theory by Vafa and Witten.'1 They proved that in a vector-like theory dynamical 
breakdown of the flavor symmetry cannot take place. 

The Vafa-Witten constraint is very restrictive because aesthetic arguments 
almost force us to assume that the flavor symmetries should be broken Bpon-
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taneonsly, Theories9 based on underlying composite field dynamico in general 
therefore face a stumbling btock of the Vafa- Witten constraint. Namely a vector-
like theory as a primordial prconic force is ruled out. 

However, this constraint need not apply to the ease where there is an in
teraction between fermions and scalar*. It is therefore important to study such 
theories, because they may shed * new light on the spontaneous (dynamical) 
breakdown of the flavor symmetry. An obvious aesthetically appealing exten
sion of the vector-like theories, is to the super-symmetric vector-like theories, 
because in such theories ucalarc emerge in a natural and compelling manner. 

II. S U P E R S Y M M E T R I C VECTOR-LIKE THEORIES 

One could conjecture that having any Yukawa type interaction in a vector-like 
theory is enough to claim that the Vafa-Witten constraint la not applicable. How
ever, this may not be the case for the supersymmetric vector-like theory, because 
one may imagine that the larger symmetry of the theory, i.e., supersymmetry, 
could ensure that this constraint would still be applicable In this case. 

It has been shown , however, that this constraint does not apply to the 
supersymmetric version of such theories. This conclusion is due to the observa
tion that in supersymmetric vector-like theories the contribution of the fermionic 
measure to the path integral is eomplex in general, unlike in vector-like theo
ries where It is positive definite. This in turn implies that an upper bound on 
the fermionic propagator in any background gauge-field configuration cannot be 
proven to exist and so the constraint of Savor preservation does not apply. 

The structure of the effective potential for all the two-body condensates in 
the supersymmotric gauge theories is under investigation. It may shed light on 
the nature of flavor breaking in such theories. 

III. G A U G E THEORIES WITH Y U K A W A - T Y P E INTERACTIONS 
- HIGGS MECHANISM 

Another interesting theory to be studied is an effective gauge theory with 
Higgs-like scalar fields * a s(a , 6 = 1, 2, . . . . N/) and chiral fermions i/>i'R 

(a = 1, 2, . . . , ttf) which interact via the universal Yukawa interaction: 

£y=h\ £ *„»&%«+ he. (1) 

O P the other hand the self-interaction of 4„( "a >s governed by the most general 
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rnt^ 
renormalizable Higgs potential: 

V = m\ tr*t$ + Xt t r * t * * t * + \ t (rr#t*>) (2) 

which respects the global SV(Nt)L x SV(Ni)it X U(l)f symmetry of the theory. 
Such a theory may emerge at the composite level as an effective theory based on 
the underlying supersymmetric primordial gauge interactions. 

We shall first study the case with gauge interactions being weak, so that 
fermionic masses are not generated dynamically through formation of the two-
body condensates, but rather through nonzero vacuum expectation value (VEV) 
of 4>„t< It has been shown that there are two such minima of the poten-
tial(2)-The first one preserves the flavor symmetry: 

(*) = 4 -ml 
2[NJ\1 + \I) Ita) 

with 
i - m } , JV/Aj+i] , A, J > 0 (36) 

Thus, the breaking pattern is SV(Nj)L x SU{Nj)ft x V(\)r — SU(NJ)L + R X 
V[l)f. 

The other solution breaks the flavor symmetry spontaneously: 

\ 

{*)• *•) (4a) 

<-mJ, *i + Xj, - X i | > 0 (4b) 

Thus, the flavor eymmetry SU{Nl)L x SV(P/f)a X U(1 ) F can be sponta
neously broken down to SU{Nj - l)i >: SV{Nj - 1)JJ x U(l)F go that only a 
fermton of one flavor acquires a mass while others still remain massless. All the 
other possibilities turn out to be a s&ddle point. 
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This is an interesting observation which explicitly shows that the flavor sym
metry can be broken spontaneously vis. the Higge-type mechanism. However, one 
does not get a handle on the question of which vacuum is preferable. In principle, 
parameters of the Higgs potential are free; their value could possibly emerge from 
an underlying dynamics which is responsible for the formatic- of scalar fields. 

Within a concrete model with N/ — 4, i.e., e and p families, and the left-right 
symmetric gauge group SU[2)'^" x SVffix*, the pattern of fermionic masses 
was investigated by adding to the Higgs potential toft flavor symmetry break
ing terms, which of course still respect the above gauge symmetry. The desired 
fermion mass matrix can be obtained as a consequence cf a subtle interplay of 
the soft terms respecting the gauge symmetry and the hard (dimension four) 
terms respecting the full flavor symmetry. The nontrivial result of this analy
sis is that if the Cablbbo mixing between the e - fi family is determined to be 
$c = 0(e < 1) then the inter-family hierarchy Is necessarily determined to be 
m„/n»< = 0(«' < 1), which is in agreement with experimental observations. 

IV. G A U G E THEORIES WITH Y U K A W A - T Y P E INTERACTIONS 
- DYNAMICAL SYMMETRY BREAKING 

Another aspect to be studied is dynamically generated fermionic masses 
within the proposed theory. Due to strong interactions of the theory these masses 
arise through formation of the two-body condensates (v^^*) 5̂  0 rather than 
through the nonzero VEV of * , j . We would like to see whether there is an indica
tion that condensates (ii^'t/<,R) which break flavor symmetry dynamically can be 
formed. We shall therefore study the effective potential (free energy) for the 
two-body condensates in the presence of all the interactions of the theory. The 
form of this potential can indicate which vacuum Tor the two-body condensate is 
preferable. 

One would like to evaluate the free energy for the non-local two-body operator 
of the feTmionic fields; 

W*).*(»W* = / j § , «PhV(* - »)]S»(P) M 

with 

For the sake of simplified notation, the vector notations for the space-time indices 
is suppressed. Also the equations are written in Euclidean space. The non-local 
source if (x, y) is chosen so that the operator S^[p) corresponds to the physical 
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(nontrivial) propagator of the theory with S.j(p') denoting the dynamically in
duced fermionic mass ur-jtrix element for fla\ors a, o. The free energy (effective 
potential) r as a function of S assumes the following functional form: 

T = -trlnS* + l r ( S - ' - fi]S - (diagrams) (7) 

Here the integration over momenta is Implied and trace implies the trace over the 
flavor a M space-time indices. The term (diagrams) includes all the two-particle 
Irreducible vacuum diagrams presented on Fig. 1. Wt included only contributions 
from 1 6 - - g * boson exchange and l-scalar exchange, i.e., graphs are proportional 
to J* and h1 only. 

Figurel Diagrams contributing to the free energy V up to order j ' and k*. 
The bloba on the solid lines danole the fermionic propagator with a dynamically 
induced mass.The wiggly and dashed lines denote the gauge boson and the Iliggs-
like scalar propagators, respectively. 

The free energy r gives the proper equation of motion, i.e., by taking a 
stationary point of the functional derivative of I* with respect to S, one recovers 
the gap-equation. The method takes ir 'o account corrections to the mass E(p*) 
of the fermionic propagator to all orders while the corrections to the coupling 
constant renormalization are taken perturbatlvely order by order in the coupling 
constant expansion. Thus, any truncation in the coupling constant expansion is 
Inconsistent. We are aware of this problem, however, even the reaultB of such an 
inconsistent expansion can shed a light on the nature cf dynamically generated 
masses for the fermions. 

|1 At ugued below, tbii truncation u not justified, however, it may give so indication which 
symmetry pattern is preferable. Also, the thottn truncation to the leidinr order in o 3 and 
h 3 allow! for tbe possibility that both p 3 and A3 are comparable in magnitude. 



1' can be presented in the following form.'" 

3(JV? - l )g J / 7 A A t, P ^ 

0 P (») 

(10) 

'Up , + E ,(p')n* , + =»(*,)li 
CD DO 

r , - S f ; =-&* J J d p d k P'*S r r / l p ' + £ V ) l 7 ' ' lfc J + K a (fc J ) l 
0 0 

^ (2« + 2)ll(j + 2) \ * ' + p' + mjj 

with 

r = r0 + ri-cB + r,,sc (n) 
litre 7'ry denotes the trace over the flavor indices- The following comments, are 
in turn 

(0 From (8) one sees that I'D is not bound from below, however it does have a 
local minimum at E = 0. 

(ii) The value of E(p') Bhould fall-oft faster than !//>' in order for TI-OB and 
T i - s r to be finite. 

(iti) One can also explicitly see that I\> and I V G B can be written as 7>/F(E J ) , 
with F being a general function of E 1 , thus allowing only for the flavor 
symmetric solution. Therefore, Ti-oo <B neccssar; for including new terms, 
which have a chance of breaking flavor symmetry. 

(if) We can also observe that a term in F i - c o proportional to EC is negative, 
thus indicating that the chirally symmetric vacuum with £ = 0 can be 
unBtable. On the other hand, the terms in I'D and I*i-sc proportional to 

02 We shall assume that Ciaareal matrix in the flavor space, i.a.,weal»lliiolaLudy dynamical 
breakdown of CP. 

£ E are positive. Thus, in order to allow for dynamical chlral symmetry 
breaking, gauge interactions should necusan'ftf be present. 

(») r i - s t 7 can be written as |7>/G(E»)| J . Here C is a function of E' . ThiB 
allows for the possibility that the flavor symmetric vacuum is unstable (see 
also Sect. III). However, the expansion in terms of £ ' shows that the term 
proportional to ( 7 > / E a ) 3 has the negative sign. Also this term Is damped 
by a factor 1/Nf relative to the term proportional to 7V/E*. Therrfore 
there is no tendency to destabilize the flavor symmetric vacuum. 

[ui) rl-Sc Is also logarithmically divergent. In an effective theory with the 
cut-off parameter A, with A being the compositness scale of the fcrmions 
0«- and/or scalar fields 4>a l, Ti^sc is finite. However the question of the 
underlying dynamics and what its contribution to the effective potential 
might be, remains unanswered. 

Therefore, if one neglects the additional effects or the underlying dynamics, 
one can claim that in the theory with the cut-off parameter, there is an indication 
that the flavor-symmetric vacuum is stable. 

However, our main goal is to study a renormalizable theory and see whether 
in auch a theory there is an indication for the dynamical breakdown of flavor. 

In order to obtain the proper-finite form of the free energy 1" the bare un-
renormalfeed fermionic propagator S should be reexpressed in terms of the renor-
rnalized propngator SR. One has to take into account the wave function renor-
maliiation effects, only. After doing so the result for TREN is finite, however it 
has a different functional form from the one of I" Namely, the term proportional 
to TrfT? is positive, while the term proportional ( ! > / £ ' ) ' is again negative and 
again damped by l/Nj compared to the term 7V/EV Therefore, from the Jorm 
ol ^R£N oni ha* an indieatien that the flavor-gymmetrit vacuum remains slflfelc 
in the renormaliiable theory. 

One can explicitly evaluate VfiEN with a particular Ansals for E presented 
on Fig. 2 with the (lotted line: 

* f OAHC , p < A*ir? 

Here Aj{r (9 *ntuUivcly a s<afe bt which g, the gauge coupling constant and 
correnpondin&jy (he Yukawa co-jplitig h become large, i .e. of order 1. We 

R3 II can he IIIDWH that for ihu theory h evolves proportionally (u the gaYUgt coupling 9 At 
low menunla. i_»>.. h jtkcttr* very noon the inf»re4 fi***l point proper Iron*) le f. 



Figure 2 The momentum dependence of the dynamically induced mass (solid 
line). The scale Luc denotes (intuitively) the scale at which the coupling con
stants become strong. The dotted line represents an approximate Ansatz for E, 
with a being a variational parameter. 

chooBc a, the constant matrix in the flavor apace, to be a variational param
eter. ThiB simplified Ansatz agrees with our intuition (see Fig. 2, solid line) 
for what the momentum dependence of E should be. On the other hand the 
essential symmetry structure in the Savor anace is still encompassed in the varia
tional parameter a. The explicit form for T/rENi with the above Ansatz again 
substantiates all the claims made before. 

Observation that the terms which have a chance of breaking the flavor sym
metry, are suppressed by a factor l/JV/ relatively to other terms of the form 
Tr/F(E l ) , is crucial when studying a theory with Nf —> oo and fc'jV/ = const. 
In this case one sees that to alt orders in h the only contribution to T which 
survives is the one where the empty fermionic line denotes the free propagator of 
the mas&tess feimion. This contribution is obviously of the form hflNf Try F(E 4 ) 
and has not a chance of breaking flavor. 

V. G A U G E THEORIES WITH ASYMMETRIC YUKAWA COU
PLINGS 

Having observed that flavor symmetric Yukawa couplings cannot destabilize 
the flavor symmetric vacuum, on can approach this problem from anew angle. 
In a class of preonic theories rather strong arguments have been given based 
in part an cosmojogkal considerations and in part from rare processes, that 
there must be two scales: the metacolor scale, AA/C -» 10" GeV, associated 
with a binding primordial force in addition to the hypercolor (or technicolor) 
scale, Affc "* 10 s GeV, associated with the dynamically generated masses of 
composite fermions. Imagine that the underlying dynamics at AMC permitted 
a breaking of flavor symmetry (owing perhaps to its supersymmetric nature) 
through formation of condensates analogous to that of the Higgs mechanism in 
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Grand Unified Theories. The questions are (i) can Buch a breaking of flavor be 
transmitted in just the right way to the effective Yukawa couplings of fermions 
and Higgs-fike scalars, and (ii) can asymmetric Yukawa coupling together with 
flavor-symmetric gauge interactions provide a hierarchical pattern of fermionic 
condensates at A ^ c . 

The answer to these questions is ye3. One can show, that the formation of 
condensates of the type OL -" (15, !),0"l? ~ (I, lj5),w ~ (6,6) with transformation 
properties under Sf/(4)t x SV[4)n as well as A R *- (1,3,1.0) with transforma
tion properties under SU(2)'^" x SU{2)*R" X SU[4)C? induces unequal Yukawa 
couplings and unequal masses of the Higgs-like scalars $„( in such a way that 
the desired condensate matrix for the chiral fermions emerges in a nontrtviot 
way* Of course the numerical values of the entries in the condensate matrix 
depend on the unknown couplings of *<,&'« to {c,ui, A R } and the condensate pat
tern ol (n ,w ,As) . However, there are unifuc predictions for the structure of the 
condensate matrix. In particular, the ratio m M /m c is inevitably related to the 
Cabibbo angle, t c = d u — Bdl. One obtains m,/mc = 0 ( i p s'nfl„<l cos9 uj) and 
ffHC ^ 9dg in general. Also u> condensates induce nonzero m, as well as nonzero 
mj once m c ^ 0. These results are encouraging and they await to be embedded 
in a realistic composite model. 

We have presented different aspects of the flavor problem, as studied within 
gauge supersymmeiric theories as well as gauge theories with Yukawa-type inter
actions between Higgs-like sc&tars and fermions. Certainly the ultimate answer 
to this problem is not given yet. However, the investigation of the above theories 
may provide at least a partial answer to this fundamental problem. 

I would like to thank J.C. Fati for numerous fruitful discussions, where many 
ideas presented in this lecture developed. I would also like to thank T. Hubsch, 
H. Quinn, and M. Peskin for useful comments and suggestions. 
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